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Abstract
Digital games constitute a major emerging technology that is expected to enter mainstream
educational use within a few years. The highly engaging and motivating character of such games
bears great potential to support immersive, meaningful, and situated learning experiences. To seize
this potential, meaningful quality and impact measurements are indispensible. Although there is a
growing body of evidence on the efficacy of games for learning, evaluation is often poorly designed,
incomplete, biased, if not entirely absent. Well-designed evaluations demonstrating the educational
effect as well as the return on investment of serious games may foster broader adoption by
educational institutions and training providers, and support the development of the serious game
industry. The European project RAGE introduces a comprehensive and multi-perspective framework
for serious game evaluation, which is presented in this paper.
Keywords: Serious games, evaluation, empirical evidence, game development, learning effectiveness.
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INTRODUCTION

Serious games or so-called applied games serve a primary purpose that goes beyond the aspect of
pure entertainment. There are multiple genres of serious games based on their outcomes, out of
which the most common in this field are learning (or educational) games. Digital learning games
represent an e-learning technology that is increasingly recognized by educational practitioners [1].
With their highly engaging and motivating character games constitute effective educational tools for
creating authentic learning tasks and meaningful, situated learning [2]. One main reason why games
can be so effective for learning is their ability to induce a ‘flow experience’ – a positively perceived
experience and state of full immersion in an activity that typically goes along with a loss of sense of
time [3].
Digital learning games correspond to the current Zeitgeist of using information technology as an
integral part of our everyday life, and they meet the trend of pedagogical paradigms calling for active,
constructive, and playful learning. Serious games are considered a major emerging technology that is
expected to enter mainstream use as educational tool in K-12 and higher education within the next two
to three years ([1], [4]). The market potential of this kind of learning technology is not yet fully
exploited. Reasons for that are, among others, the high effort required for the creation of successful
learning games and the challenge, as well as the lack of thorough impact measurements. Although
there is a growing body of evidence on the efficacy of games for learning, evaluation is often poorly
designed, incomplete, biased, if not entirely absent (e.g. [5]). Evaluations rarely consist in randomised
controlled trials. Furthermore, methodological flaws consist in the common use of only post game
experience questionnaires; these are often applied for reasons of ease, simplicity or ignorance about
alternative methods, but their scope is largely qualitative (e.g. player attitude) and their validity may be
questioned, as item validation is often neglected. A critical aspect of research on the effectiveness of
educational games is, in fact, how to approach and operationalize the measurement methodologies.
The European RAGE project (http://rageproject.eu/) aims at fostering the adoption of digital gamebased learning in game industry and in education. In the context of RAGE, a holistic and multiperspective framework for serious game evaluation is developed, which is described in the present
paper. The framework also serves as a common reference point and guidance for investigating and
demonstrating the quality and benefits of the achieved research and technology outputs.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the objectives of
RAGE and outlines the challenges existing in the evaluation of the related project achievements.
Subsequently, section 3 summarises relevant related work that has inspired and has been
incorporated in the comprehensive RAGE evaluation framework, which is presented in more detail in
section 4. Section 5 presents conclusions and an outlook to future work.
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THE RAGE PROJECT AND ITS EVALUATION CHALLENGES

The primary objective of the RAGE project is to make available and accessible advanced software
tools, methodologies, and expertise for serious games development and application [6]. Two main
groups of stakeholders are targeted: game developers, on the one hand, and training providers and
their learners, on the other hand. Serious game industry build-up shall be supported with advanced
technology and know-how, for easier, faster, and more cost-effective development of serious games.
In this way, game development for education and training shall be boosted, and thus, the use of
games to support skill development and knowledge acquisition.
RAGE will provide a collection of reusable, and interoperable software components (so called “gaming
assets”) for game development, which are currently under development. These assets will provide
functionalities to undertake various data analyses, like competence assessment, emotion detection,
comprehension measurement, or motivation identification. Another group of assets will enable game
intelligence and adaptation, e.g. in terms of competence-based personalisation, natural language
processing, motivational adaptation, cognitive interventions, and social gamification. The gaming
assets will be provided via an online “ecosystem”, which will also make available a broad range of
literature and training material, as well as collaboration tools. The RAGE ecosystem will therefore
serve as a central access point and affinity social space. The RAGE technologies will be applied and
tested in six specific, asset-based learning games (mobile and desktop implementations). The games
will address different types of employability skills.
The tools and methods that RAGE produces and will make available are of interest to the wider
serious gaming research and industry communities as they strive to improve the quality of serious
games. To demonstrate the effectiveness of these research and development outcomes, and to
ensure that they meet the needs of industrial and educational stakeholders, a comprehensive and
multi-perspective evaluation approach is required.
Aside from a systematic analysis of the games’ effectiveness for learning, which is traditionally done in
serious game evaluations (e.g. [5]), the broader benefit for training providers or educational
organisations will be taken into account in assessing empirical evidences. This is also necessary for
being able to seize the great potential of serious games, in general. However, focusing purely on the
effectiveness of games would not be sufficient for gaining a comprehensive understanding of the
added value of RAGE technologies for the game industry. Therefore, the underlying processes of
using these new tools and methods for actual game development will be additionally subjected to
evaluation.
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RELATED WORK

When aiming at addressing the perspective of both the gaming industry and the educational
stakeholders in evaluation, relevant related work covers research on the empirical evidence about the
impact and outcomes of serious games. In addition, literature about the evaluation of game authoring
tools as well as of digital repositories is relevant, to serve as an inspiration for assessing RAGE
gaming assets and ecosystem.
Since educational games are fundamentally different from traditional learning environments or other
software products, evaluation approaches valid for those applications may fall short when used in
serious games evaluation. Universal evaluation frameworks for e-learning (e.g. [7]), or for training
programmes (e.g. [8], [9]) may only serve as a starting point for assessing serious games. Given the
complexity of digital game environments and the embedding of non-leisure and learning purposes in
the game, there is a need to select and adapt suitable evaluation methodologies. Several evaluation
models or frameworks have been suggested in the literature to specifically frame the research and
evaluation of serious games (e.g. [10], [11], [12], [13]).

Evaluation goals in the context of serious games are usually two-fold, aiming at the measurement of
the software quality of the game, on the one hand, and at the assessment of its effectiveness in terms
of reaching their goals of learning and engagement (in a wider sense), on the other hand. As a result,
usability, learning effectiveness and game enjoyment are the evaluation criteria commonly addressed.
Usability in the context of (serious) games is referred to as the degree to which a player is able to
learn, control and understand a game [14]. Techniques applied for usability evaluation cover
heuristics, think-aloud user testing (e.g. [15]) and observational methods (e.g. [16]). Learning, i.e. the
educational effectiveness of games, is typically evaluated by applying a pre- and post-test design, i.e.
the assessment of learning outcomes of a certain unit of study (e.g. [17]). Alternative approaches
consist of the use of self-reports, where people are asked to indicate what they feel they have learned
from undertaking an activity (e.g. [18]), or of built-in assessment procedures of the educational game
simulation (e.g. [19]). User engagement, flow, satisfaction and motivation are aspects subsuming a
range of attributes related to the subjective experience and enjoyment of games (e.g. [20], [21]).
Common approaches to evaluate engagement, motivation and other aspects of user experience are
questionnaires or interviews (e.g. [22]), attendance rates, measurement of (voluntary) time-on-task
(e.g. [23]). More sophisticated techniques include observations [24] or non-intrusive assessment
based on users’ interaction with the system (e.g.[25]).
The RAGE gaming assets aim at supporting serious game creation and development; they will provide
authoring tools for entering relevant domain data and for including and configuring features of game
analytics and intelligence. Although these authoring tools and the game development process in
RAGE will be quite different from common content authoring, evaluation approaches applied for
conventional e-learning and game authoring software may inspire the evaluation of gaming assets.
Authoring tools for course or game development addresses professional instructional or game
designers and developers, but may also aim at supporting pedagogical practitioners and content
providers [26]. These different user groups have different levels of expertise in programming and
game authoring, and therefore have also different needs and expectations towards authoring tools,
which need to be taken into account in the evaluation of the quality and the benefits of this kind of
software. The most commonly addressed evaluation topic is usability of these authoring tools,
covering different aspects of a tool’s suitability, effectiveness and efficiency for a given task, ease of
use and learnability, as well as user satisfaction (e.g. [29]). Standardised usability scales or heuristic
checklists provide systematic instruments for evaluating usability features (e.g. [27], [28]). The
research design oftentimes consists in task-based evaluations, presenting an authoring task to
evaluation participants, who carry out the task themselves then or, alternatively, by giving instructions
to other persons who operate the system (e.g. [26], [30]). Data collected through standard
questionnaires is usually complemented by more in-depth feedback gathered through think-alouds or
focus groups (e.g. [26], [30]). These also allow establishing a better understanding of the authoring
process and how users experience and use the software. In this way, more detailed information about
the specific benefits for authoring can be captured. At earlier stages of development evaluation is
sometimes also performed through cognitive walkthroughs [31].
The RAGE ecosystem constitutes a combination of a digital library, media archive, and software
repository. As a result, evaluation methods used for this kind of repositories and environment provide
a useful starting point for framing the evaluation of the ecosystem. Software and media repositories
store reusable assets and make them available. Digital libraries and virtual research environments
(VRE) are digital repositories equipped with a variety of additional tools supporting users in the
exploration, search and interaction with repository contents, like e.g. cultural artefacts. In case of such
software or media repositories, software technological aspects are oftentimes of key interest, while
aspects of user interaction and experience sometimes remain off-stage. Most research therefore
focuses on technical details and methods for storing and retrieving repository content, while the
evaluation of the effectiveness of a repository is oftentimes rather informal or vague [32]. Evaluation
approaches for digital repositories and VREs fall into three main categories: a) user-oriented
evaluations addressing users’ requirements, preferences, interaction and satisfaction with a VRE; b)
system-oriented evaluations focusing on technological aspects of digital information representation
and retrieval (e.g. precision, recall); and c) systematic evaluations covering user-oriented as well as
system-oriented evaluation goals [33]. Methods for evaluating software repositories include gathering
direct feedback from repository users or managers, for example via questionnares or structured
interviews (e.g. [34], [35]), or expert evaluations against a pre-defined set of evaluation criteria, like
scalability, extensibility, interoperability, ease of deployment etc. (e.g. [36]).
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A COMPREHENSIVE MULTI-PERSPECTIVE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
FOR APPLIED GAMING TECHNOLOGY
The Framework in General

The comprehensive RAGE evaluation framework integrates the perspectives of the different
stakeholder groups present in the project. The central goal is to collect evidence for the effectiveness
of serious game technologies in a scientific and methodologically sound way. Fig. 1 presents an
overview of the evaluation framework. Evaluations will address both levels of stakeholders and
benefits for these groups: game developers, on the one hand, and end users, represented by the
actual learners/gamers as well as by the educational providers/institution, on the other hand. The
evaluation framework thus includes two main dimensions of evaluation: game development and
learning (see Fig. 1). This multi-perspective approach described in more detail, per level, in
subsequent sections, will yield a holistic understanding of the quality and impact of the serious game
technologies, from the asset-based game development process, to the actual interactions with and
impact of the resulting serious games.
All evaluation data will be collected in the context of the project’s application cases. The evaluation
framework provides the common reference point, with shared methodologies across the RAGE pilots,
where possible and appropriate, while nevertheless providing flexibility to accommodate to the specific
conditions of the individual application scenarios. With regards to evaluation instruments, the
framework calls for a mixed-method approach in evaluations, enabling the integration and triangulation
of qualitative and quantitative data from multiple sources and perspectives.
The framework covers a cyclic approach aligned with both asset and game development phases (e.g.
[37]). Individual game assets will be thoroughly validated before being integrated in specific serious
games. In addition to formative and summative evaluations during and, respectively, at the end of the
game development process, preprototype and baseline evaluations (e.g. [39]) will be conducted to
incorporate participatory design ideas [38] and to gather benchmark data for later comparative
analyses on the impact of project outputs.

Fig. 1: The RAGE evaluation framework.

4.2

The Learning Dimension

Evaluations addressing the learning dimension, i.e. the educational effectiveness of serious games,
adapt Kirkpatrick’s [8] idea of an integral evaluation in terms of a four level process (cf. Fig. 1). The
Kirkpatrick model forms the main theoretical foundation that has guided the elaboration of the
evaluation framework and thus, it constitutes the basis for gathering comprehensive proof of the
significance and added value of the addressed gaming technologies. On the first level, evaluation shall
target the degree to which learners react favourably to a serious game. This reaction level entails two
facets, perceived software quality operationalized by usability, as well as user experience and game
enjoyment including variables like satisfaction, engagement or flow. Level two relates to the intended
learning objectives and outcomes of the scenario in question. On this level, evaluation will investigate
whether and to what degree learners acquire the targeted knowledge and skills by interacting with the
serious game. Level three addresses the question whether learners are able to apply the knowledge
and competences acquired during gaming in real world settings (transfer). Evaluation at this level is
very challenging and ways for actually capturing at least partial evidence on this level still need to be
further explored and implemented with the evolvement of the concrete application scenarios. At level
four, evaluation addresses the organisational or institutional perspective, in terms of the pedagogical
value and benefit of the serious games for training providers and/or educational institutions. This is
slightly different to the ‘results’ level of the original Kirkpatrick model and includes subjective
perception and reaction on the serious games’ pedagogical effectiveness. This evaluation covers the
perspective of the stakeholder group, their experience of the co-design process (i.e. their involvement
in the game design), as well as an analysis of costs and benefits for introducing and using this type of
learning technology.
A two-tier approach of evaluating the learning dimension is proposed in order to realise a systematic
investigation of specific evaluation questions and effects on learning, on the one hand, as well as the
analysis and demonstration of the significance in educational practice, on the other hand. In terms of
the concrete research designs this means that a mix of real-life pilot studies and laboratory studies will
be deployed. In order to obtain sound evidence of the effect of serious games on learning and transfer
(level two and three) a comparative approach using baseline (pre-post) measurements or control
groups designs shall be implemented.
Emerging technologies for unobtrusive data tracking and sensoring enable real-time, in-game data
collection (e.g. [40]) and are made an integral part of evaluation in RAGE. Gaming assets providing
different kinds of learning analytics and built into serious games – apart from their use for reporting
learning success and dynamic adaptation within the game – will also serve assessing the
effectiveness of the educational game itself. A dedicated software asset for in-game evaluation is
under development and will be made available. This evaluation asset represents an instrument for
continuous evaluation of the quality of learning games by providing insights to users’ perception of
games and their progress towards game goals. This is done by translating log and sensor data into
meaningful information about game quality, user experience, and learning based on pre-defined,
configurable evaluation metrics. The asset will facilitate the use of analytics for game evaluation
purposes and will advance evaluation methods for serious games by complementing traditional
instruments (such as questionnaires). This will enable a meaningful triangulation and cross-validation
of different data sources and types, to derive more conclusive evidence on the quality and effect of the
evaluated serious games.

4.3

The Game Development Dimension

The perspective of evaluating game development refers to questions on whether the provided game
assets facilitate the creation of games for education and training and, in the end, render the serious
game market more attractive. Similar to the learning dimension, evaluation of the impact on game
development will cover several levels, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this case, the evaluation objects are
given by the gaming assets, on one hand, and the ecosystem making them available, on the other.
Evaluation data on these technologies will be collected separately for individual (or groups of assets)
and the ecosystem. While a meaningful evaluation of the ecosystem is only possible with an
appropriate collection of software and media assets, feedback on the ecosystem shall be gathered in
a corpus-agnostic manner. In contrast, assets may be evaluated both in the context of the ecosystem
as central access point, or independent of it.
The first level of evaluation relates to the reaction of game developers in terms of usability perception
and satisfaction (including aspects of usefulness and user acceptance) with respect to the gaming

assets and the ecosystem. This level may further be operationalized by adopting an evaluation model
from the field of digital libraries and VRE [34], which identifies evaluation variables related to reaction
on the interaction axes between users, system and user repository content. While data on this level
may be gathered to a large extend by standard and customised survey instruments, evaluation at
higher levels requires more extensive data collection and intensive dialogue with game developers
and other stakeholders. The second level focuses on the analysis of the actual impact of technology
use on game development. This refers to the perceived value of the pedagogical functionality provided
and the added value for the game development process (benefits, which kind of design/development
problems can be addressed). The collection of evaluation data will largely be framed by the game
development for the application cases. In addition, specific task-based evaluations may be conducted
to examine in more detail specific evaluation questions on individual assets. In the context of level two
also the aspect of co-design may be considered, i.e. the extent to which training providers are involved
in and co-creating the design of a serious game, and the ways game developers’ experience the codesign processes. This, in turn, links back to level four of the learning dimension (see Fig. 1). The third
level of game development evaluation refers to the aspect of the ‘costs’ for integrating and applying
the game technologies and methodologies (e.g. [41]), and whether and how these can be balanced by
their added value. This assessment is achieved by conducting systematic cost-benefit analysis for the
use-cases (e.g. [42]), in order to examine the cost-effectiveness and the market readiness of game
technologies. The synthesis of different approaches and perspectives in this analysis provides a
thorough understanding of the benefits, opportunities, and challenges of the RAGE approach, in order
to provide evidence of the congruency with market demands and developments, as well as a basis for
potential future exploitation.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Due to the increasing interest in improving the quality of serious games, the tools and methods
currently under development in the RAGE project will be of interest to wider applied gaming
communities, both research and industry centered. Therefore, seizing the potential of serious games
in terms of meaningful quality and impact assessment is indispensible. This paper has presented the
background and elaboration of a comprehensive evaluation framework that has been defined to
accommodate sound quality and impact measurements and that may serve as best practice for future
serious game evaluations. It integrates multiple perspectives into a holistic approach for evaluating
serious game technologies. Two main dimensions of evaluation are covered – the evaluation of
technologies aiming at supporting serious game development and the evaluation of effectiveness of
the resulting serious games. Each of these dimensions may be evaluated on different levels with the
relevant stakeholders, i.e. game industry and, respectively, learners or their education providers.
The presented framework creates the basis for analysing the effectiveness of game technologies
developed in the RAGE project and beyond, and for ensuring that they reflect the needs of industrial
and educational stakeholders. By using this framework as a reference point, research designs will be
established and implemented for creating scientifically sound, iterative, and mixed-method evaluations
of project outcomes. This is accompanied by the definition of evaluation guidelines and a data
management plan providing a standard procedure for organising and carrying out evaluation studies
(e.g. administration of informed consents) and how data shall be processed, archived, and preserved.
The procedures developed will also be fully compliant with national and European regulations on
ethics. The evaluation data generated, collected, and processed in RAGE will be made openly
accessible as part of the EU open research data pilot, thus making research reproducible and
providing the possibility for further use and analysis by other researchers and future projects.
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